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Fabulas Feminae. Susan Bee and Johanna Drucker. (Litmus Press, 2015)
In their new collaboration, Johanna Drucker and Susan Bee pay
homage to a range of historically celebrated women—“feminae” as diverse as
Sojourner Truth, Lady Murasaki Shikibu, and Lucille Ball. Each fabulous
fabula’s fabled life has had a mythical impact on our culture, particularly on the
generations of women artists they inspired. In 25 collages and accompanying
prose poems, Fabulas Feminae probes the nature of biography and the ways
any representation, whether image or text, holds up a distorted mirror to
the life it reflects. Bee’s lively collages combine historic photographs and
paintings of their heroines with imagery from pulp novels, mass-produced
stickers, and an iconography of flowers, arrows, polka dots, and swirls.
Many figures seem to radiate a nimbus of energy, creativity, and wisdom. For
instance, a red aureole encircles Rosa Parks, “Mother of the modern day that
we waited so long,” as she gazes down at her fingerprinted hand. Though her
body appears restrained, from her head sprout a sunflower and pansy, a bee
(the artist’s surrogate?) hovering near the uppermost petals. A large green
and purple bow at her back evokes a butterfly’s wings, making Parks herself
a nymphalid ready to take flight. While a struck-through bell rains multicolored tears, Bee undercuts this grief with sparkly high-five stickers and
children in karate uniforms:

Susan Bee and Johanna Drucker, from “Rosa Parks,” Fabulas Feminae, n.p.
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Each brightly-colored collage faces a text by Drucker that responds to Bee’s
imagery in its expressive design (an x of negative space within Joan of Arc’s entry
echoes the ropes that bind her, Hannah Hoch’s text mimics a gridded collage).

Susan Bee and Johanna Drucker, from “Emily Brontë,” Fabulas Feminae, n.p.

These poems are constructed, a note tells us, “(sort of) by the Hapax Legomenon,
a natural language processing program that automatically condenses large
quantities of text into an abstract.” Because of this contraction, each past-tense
entry applies a matter-of-fact tone to utterly jumbled language—enacting the
highly partial way we remember admired figures. Fragmented and campy,
they also include deeply resonant moments, as in the Emily Brontë entry,
which begins:
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Remembered for her only now
a classic. Pseudonym mythologized
as one of enduring combination elements of
passion human psyche Haunt me then, haunt me.
Shaped into a silhouette that echoes Brontë’s portrait, the poem’s purple-hued
type seems “haunt[ed]” by her passionate intensity. Rather than pinning these
heroines like exotic butterflies (as the Latinate title implies), Drucker’s lovely
computer-assisted poems acknowledge our inability to capture these wild
things, embracing the hilarity of our attempts to render an artist’s life in a single
page. The choice to condense their biographies this way brilliantly matches the
feminist ethos of the project. “Hapax legomenon” refers to a word that appears
only once in a given corpus; thus the software named for this linguistic feature
removes a text’s recurrent words (Drucker’s “sort of” in the note suggests she
has tinkered with the results, a clinamen that doubtless improved them).
Because it forbids repetition (a constraint Doug Nufer obeyed to compose his
Never Again), the Hapax Legomenon suggests that, though we emulate these
women, they are in fact one of a kind. Drucker and Bee’s tributes highlight the
ways they, like artist Sonia Delaunay, “transfor[m] the world brighter and more
exciting,” throwing caution to the wind much as the Hapax throws grammatical
constraint out the window.
—Amaranth Borsuk
V
Alphabet Noir. By Nico Vassilakis. (c_L Books, 2016)
“Spell a word and everything starts to slow down,” writes Nico Vassilakis
in this extended meditation on visual poetics. As a long-time practitioner of
poems to be seen, rather than read, Vassilakis has edited anthologies, instigated
performances, and served as an ambassador for the Vispo community. This
collection of short essays unpacks his debt to a range of writers, from the
Franco-Romanian artist Isadore Isou to Vassilakis’s own long-time collaborator
Crag Hill (who provides the book’s introduction). The author’s own visual
poems, which can be found in numerous anthologies in print and online, are
spatio-temporal experiences. Densely layered with letters and letter fragments,
they invite and resist reading, in many cases offering landscapes of language
for the eye to roam. It’s worth consulting the author’s website (staringpoetics.
weebly.com) alongside the text, since a number of these essays take shape there
in visual renditions that blur poetry and poetics, reading and looking. An early
essay in this collection compares the way the eye takes in both kinds of poems:
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